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SOME ESTIMATES FOR FINITE DIFFERENCE APPROXIMATIONS*
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Abstract. Some estimates for the approximation of optimal stochastic control problems by discrete time
problems are obtained. In particular an estimate for the solutions of the continuous time versus the discrete
time Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equations is given. The technique used is more analytic than probabilistic.
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Introduction. We are interested in the approximation of optimal control problems
for diffusion processes by means of finite difference methods. It is well known (e.g.,
Kushner [16], [17-1) that a basic probabilistic counterpart is the approxifnation of a
diffusion process by a Markov chain. A typical problem in stochastic control theory
is the following.
In a complete filtered probability space (fl, P, (t), t->_O) suppose we have
two progressively measurable processes (y( t), A t), t>=O) satisfying the following
stochastic differential equation in the It6 sense"

,

(0.1)

dy(t):g(y(t),A(t)) dt+cr(y(t),A(t)) dw(t),

t>--O,

y(0)=x,

for given x, g, o-, and some n-dimensional Wiener process (w(t), t>=O). The processes
(y(t), -> 0) and (A (t), -> 0) represent the state in t a and the control in A (a compact
metric space) of the dynamic system, respectively.
The cost functional is given by

J(x, A) E

(0.2)

f(y( t), A t)) e -st at

where f is a given function, a > 0, and r is the first exit time of a domain D in Yt a
for the process (y(t), => 0).
The associated Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation (e.g., Bensoussan and
Lions [2], Fleming and Rishel [9], Krylov [14]) to be satisfied by the optimal cost

u(x) inf {J(x, h)" any control h (.)}

(o.3)
is indeed

(0.4)

au=inf{L(A)u+f(.,A):AcA} in D,
u=O on caD,

with the differential operator

(0.5)

L(A)=

O’ik(’, l)O’jk(’,l) Oij "JIi,j=l

k=l

Z

gi(’, A) Oi,

i=1

where Oo, Oi denote the partial derivatives and g=(g, i=l,..., d), r=(ri, i=

1,...,d, k=l,...,n).
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Let

denote a h-finite difference grid in

a.

Consider the finite difference

operator

L,,(t)(x)=h-’E {#+(x,
k--1

(o.6)

.,

+
(x)]
h)[(x+,(x,t,h))-

+/3 (x,

h)[(x + (x,

,

h))- (x)]},

where the coefficients satisfy

/3),(x, A, h) -> 0 Vx, A, h,
x + 7(x, h ",, Vx ",

,,

(0.7)

,

A.

The finite difference approximation of the HJB equation (0.4) using the operator

(0.6) is
(o.8)

cuh=inf{Lh(A)u,+f(’,A)’AA} inD,,

u=0 in\D,

a

where DI, is the set of points in
belonging to D.
Our purpose is to estimate the difference

(0.9)

sup u(x)- uh(x)l" x Dh}

in terms of the parameter h. We expect to dominate (0.9) by

(0.10)

sup {inf {l/(x, A)- l(x’, A )l" x’

}" x

for =f, gi,

a, A
O’ik,

A},

i- 1,"

",

d, k

1,"

",

n.

For instance, if f, g, tr are Lipschitz-continuous in x, then

(o.)

lu(x)-u,,(x)l<=Ch ’/ VxDh, h(0,1],

for some constant C independent of x and h.
Let us mention that finite difference operators of the form (0.6) satisfy automatically
the so-called discrete maximum principle. Problem (0.8) is indeed the discrete HJB
equation associated with some suitable optimal control problem of a Markov chain.
We remark that several computational methods are available for the discrete HJB
equation (0.8) (e.g., Kushner and Kleinman [18], Puterman [29], Puterman and
Brumelle [30], Quadrat [31], and Theosys [33]).
Actually, the objective of the paper is to show how the underlying technique can
be used with a typical problem (0.1)-(0.5). The probabilistic interpretation of the finite
difference operator (0.6) is part of the key idea.. From a purely stochastic control
viewpoint, an estimate on an approximation to the optimal cost is certainly of great
value. However, we may question how optimal the discrete optimal feedback is when
it is applied to the actual continuous time problem. Toward an answer to the preceding
questions, we can argue in the following way. First of all, what really matters for the
optimizers is to know how far they are from the minimum cost in the real model. The
stochastic equation (0.1) is only an approximation of the real evolution, as well as
being the Markov chain associated with the operator (0.6). Our claim is that by
preserving the structure of the problem, i.e., to have a probabilistic interpretation of
the approximating HJB equation (0.8), and by getting some estimates of the convergence
of the corresponding optimal costs, we cannot be far away from the real model.
Even if the Markov chain associated with the operator (0.6) always has finite
state, we may want to discretize the set A, just to improve the implementation of the
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infimum in equation (0.8). In this case, we can replace A in (0.7) and (0.8) by a
discretization A(h), and similar results hold true (cf. [24]).
Deterministic versions along with the same kind of ideas can be found in CapuzzoDolcetta [4], Capuzzo-Dolcetta and Ishii [5], Crandall and Lions [6], Falcone [8],
Gonzalez and Rofman [12], Menaldi and Rofman [27], and Souganidis [36].
The cases where the discount factor a is actually a function, the coefficients g, oare time-dependent, the horizon is finite, the HJB equation is indeed a set of inequalities,
and the domain D is unbounded can also be studied.
In 1 we consider the one-dimensional case. Even if this case is very restrictive,
we obtain enough information from it to deal with the multidimensional case. Moreover,
this section can stand by itself, but we believe it is a natural step in the technique to
be developed. General problems are treated in 2.

1. One-dimensional case. It is clear that for one,dimensional problems we dispose
of many classic tricks, probably more efficient in practice than the one we will describe.
However, we claim that by studying this simple case we may obtain some nonstandard
ways of looking at a multidimensional finite difference scheme.
Let g, cr be real continuous functions on
A such that

(1.1)

Ig(x, A

.

g(x’, A )l / l(x, A ,r(x’, A )[ <- Klx x
for some constants C C(g, or) and K K(g, or). The set A is a compact metric space,
generally a compact subset of
>_ 0), i.e., (, P, ) is a comOn a complete Wiener space (, P, (t), (t), tplete probability space, ((t), => 0) is a right-continuous family of complete sub-oralgebras of
(w(t), => 0) is a one-dimensional standard Wiener process adapted to
(,(t), >_- 0); we consider the controlled diffusion process
> 0,
dy(t) g(y(t), h (t)) dt + o(y(t), h (t)) dw(t),
(1.23

,

,

where the control (h(t), t_->0) is a progressively measurable process taking values in
A. Its associated infinitesimal generator L(A) is the second-order differential operator

L(h)q=1/2o-(.,h)q"+g(.,h)q ’,

(1.3)

-

or(., ")_-->0,

where q’ and ,;" are the first and second derivatives of
For the moment, let us forget about the h-finite grid Y, i.e., the last condition
of (0.7) is disregarded. Consider the finite difference operator

L(1)q

(1.4)

=-

q

+ gh + oy /- +

g=g(x,h), cr=cr(x,a),

q

+ gh

o y /-

q

y= y(x,a,h);

the function 3/>= 0 is to be chosen later (cf. (1.8)).
In 1.1 we will construct a controlled Markov chain associated with the finite
difference operator, from which a piecewise constant (on stochastic time intervals)
process (y,(t); => 0) is defined in such a way that

E sup{ly(t)-y,(t)l e-’: t>-O}<=Ch / Vh(O, 1],
for some constants C, ce > 0 depending only on g, or, and p > 0 uniformly with respect
to a class of controls to be specified.
Next, we use this estimate to obtain (0.11) for a linear equation, i.e., without

(1.5)

control

a.
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In 1.3 we realize the above technique gives only a one-sided estimate of the type
(0.11) for nonlinear problems. The difficulty is the lack of information on the optimal
control A(. ). At this point, we need to use analytic techniques to obtain (0.11).
1.1. A Markov chain. Define
’(x, A, h, w)=inf{t>-0: g(x, A)(t-h)+cr(x, A)w(t)
equals either 6(x, A, h) or -6(x, A, h)},
(1.6)
6(x, A, h) or(x, A)3’(x, A, h)x/,
w(0) 0,
(x,A,h, w)=g(x,A)’(x,A,h, w)+o’(x,A)w(7"(x,A,h, w)).
h and
Note that w(. is a standard Wiener process and
gh whenever o- vanishes.
Let A (.) be a feedback control, i.e., a Borel-measurable function from into A.
We construct by induction the sequences of random variables (X,, 0,, n 0, 1,. -) as
follows. For a given initial data x,
Xo =x, 0o=0, Wo(t) w(t),
X/,=X+(X,x(X),h,w.),
(1.7)
0.+1 0 + -(X,,, A (X), h, w),
w.+,(t) w(t+O.)-w(O.),
n=0, 1,"
If instead of a feedback control A(.) we have a nonanticipating control (A., n
0, 1,...), where A. is a random variable valued in A and adapted to (Xo,’’’, X._I),
then the procedure (1.7) still works.
Let us define the function y(x, A, h) by

-

3’-0 if 0---<lgl,/-,
3’=1 if g=0,
y 3"o(gr-lx/-l) if 0 < Igl,/- <--

(1.8)

,

where

(1.9)
for r # 0,

(1.10)

3’o(r) (2r) -1 In [e2r’ + sign (r)(e 4r2- 1)1/2],
1 _-< r _-< 1. Note that 3’o(r) > 0; moreover,
O<3"o(r)-l<=lr[ Vr [-1, O) U (0, 1].

This implies the inequality

(1.11)

Ir(x, A )./(x, A, h

cr(x, A )l <= 2lg(x, A )[v/-,

for every x, h, h.
THEOREM 1.1. If we choose 3’(x,h, h) by (1.8), then for any feedback A(.) the
procedure (1.7) defines a Markov chain (X,, n=0, 1,...) with transition probability
determined by
x) n( (x))(x),
E((X.+)
(1.12)
II(A )q(x) 1/2p(x + g(x, A )h + or(x, A )y(x, A, h)x/)
+1/2q(x + g(x, A )h -or(x, A y(x, A, h )x/),

Ix.

and a sequence (0, n =0, 1,...)
dent increments % O, 0_1,

(1.13)

of stopping times relative to ((t), >-0), with indepen-

E%=h Vn=l,2,....
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_Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume g and r constants. Consider
the two functions u(x) and v(x) defined by the equations

1/2r2u"+gu’=-I

in (8, 6),

1/2o’2v"+gv’=0
where 6

in (-8, 6),

u(-6)= u(6)=0,

v(-6)=0, v(6)=l,

cry,/. If -8 <= -gh <= 8, then

(1.14)

ET’(h,

P(sC(h, )= gh + 8)

u(-gh),

v(-gh),

with the notation (1.6). Since we can compute explicitly,
a

2go"-2,

v(x)

ea

e-aX

e

e_,

yielding

u(-gh

,yh
h +m
r

(

eZr’ + e-2r’ 2e2rZ
e 2r3’

Suppose we have chosen

e -2r’

3’ such that

)

r

go’-l/-.

u(-gh)= h, i.e.,

e2r + e-2v- 2e22 0,

(1.15)

e2r3 e 2r2
e2r e_2r,

v(-gh

3,> 1.

Since
1

the relation (1.15) implies

(1.16)

e2r e2r’
e2 e_2r,

v(-gh)

v(-gh)=1/2, i.e.,

Er(h, .)=h,

P((h,.

gh + r3,/) 1/2,

whenever 0< Igl-< r% Note that (1.16) still holds if we take 3, 1 for g=0 and that
(1.15) gives y= yo(r) as in (1.9), for 0<lgl_-<r, because y> 1.
If0 -< o- < Igl, then the equalities (1.14) hold true for functions u and v satisfying

1/2o2u"+gu’=-I

1/2o’2v"+gv’=O

in (-c,-6),

in (-,-6),

u(-6)=0, u with polynomial growth,

v(-6)= 1, v with polynomial growth,

for g > 0 and replacing the interval (-c, -8) by (8, +) if g < 0. It is clear that v
and

u(x)

1

x 6
g Igl

--+--

So

u(-gh
and

h + lgl-’ oTx/-,

3/= 0 is the right choice.
All of the above proves (1.12) and (1.13) after using standard facts on Brownian
motions.
Remark 1.1. If g=0 and o-= then the construction (1.7) coincides with the
classic Skorokhod’s representation (cf. [35]).
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For a given feedback (.) let us denote by
the processes

(y(t,A(.)), t->0), and (Al’(t), t->0)

yh(t,A(’))=Xn if0n<--_t<0n+l, n=0,1,’’’,

(1.17)

Ah(t)=A(Xn)

if On<-t<O,+l,

n=0,1,...,

where (X,, 0n, n =0, 1,...) are defined by (1.7) with the choice (1.8) of function y.
Note that these processes are adapted to ((t), _-> 0) and piecewise constants on
stochastic intervals. This approach is different from the one used by Pardoux and Talay
and
[28]. Our partition is on the range, i.e., X, takes values in a variable grid of
the time partition is chosen accordingly; our time intervals are random.
Now consider the controlled diffusion process (y(t) y,(t, A h), -> 0) given by the
stochastic equation (1.2) with initial data y(0)= x and control process A (t)= A h(t).
THEOREM 1.2. Let the assumption (1.1) and the choice (1.8) hold. Then for any
positive number p there exist two positive constants C,
depending only on p and the
constants C(g, tr), K(g, o’) of (1.1) such that

,

.

E sup {lyx(t, A)-- yh(t, A(" ))] p e -’’ t>-O} <- Ch p/z,

(1.18)

uniformly for any feedback A (.) and x in
Proof Based on the procedure (1.6), (1.7) we have

Xn+,=Xn+g(Xn, A(X,))(On+l-On)+cr(Xn, A)(w(On+,)-w(O,)),

n=0, 1,’’’,

which gives

g((, a( +

X=x+
where

y(t)=y(t,(.))
q(t)=x+

io

and

(t)

((, a( (,

are the processes defined by

g(y(s),A(s)) ds+

io

(1.17). If we set

(y(s)) dw(s),

tO,

then

q(t)-y(t)=g(X,,A(X,))(t-O,)+(X,,A(X,))(w(t)-w(O,))

if

Again, in view of the definition (1.6) we deduce

(1.19)

q(t)-y"(t)C(g,) VtO, 0<hl,

where C(g, ) is the constant of the assumption (1.1).
Now, consider the process z(t)=y(t)-q’(t), with

y(t)=y(t,A’),

dz(t) =[g(y(t), Ah(t))--g(yh(t), Ax(t))] dt

+[(y(t),A"(t))-(yt’(t),Ah(t))]dw(t),
and apply It6’s formula to the function

(z, t) ( + z2) p/2 e -’,

tO, z(0)=0,

, , p > O,

to get

d(z(t), t)= {pz(t)[g(y(t), A"(t))-g(y"(t), A"(t))](z+ z2(t))
+(pfl2 + p(p 1)zZ( t))][ (y(t), A "(t)) (yh(t), A "( t))]

(f12 + 22( t))2}(2 + Z2( 1))p/2-2 e-, dt
+pz(t)[(y(t),A"(t))-(y"(t),A"(t))](2+zZ(t)) p/2-’

e -’

dw(t).
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If we take

(1.20)

sup {[g(x, A)

g(x’, a)](x x’) -1

+ (p v 1)[o’(x, a

o’(x’, a )]2(x x’) -2" x # x’ in

,

a

in A},

where v denotes the maximum, and

=sup{lqh(t)-y’(t)l t>-O, o

in };

then we obtain

dq(z(t), t)<--(oq,-o)q(z(t), t) dt+dM,,

ly(t)-yh(t))

e -’’ <=q(z(t),

t),

t>=O,

tg0,

with M, being the martingale term. In virtue of (1.19) we deduce

E

ly(t)-y"(t)l

(1.21)

ly(s)-y(s)l

+(-%)

e

[C(g,)]

e

ds

vto, o<.

Next, by means of the stochastic inequality

sup

(t) dt

(s) dw(s) 0

we bound the martingale term

sup

dM

O N3pK(g, )

( Io

p(z(t), t) dt

{(z(t), t)}[C(g, )] e-(-%,’,

t>0.=

Hence we obtain (1.18) for 2 > p as in (1.20) and

)-],

C= C(g, )[1 +3pK(g, )(2

where C(g, ) and K(g, ) are the constants of (1.1).
Remark 1.2. Notice that the constant p defined by (1.20) is bounded by
p(p 1)K(g, ), the constant of (1.1). It is clear then that p vanishes as p goes to zero.
Remark 1.3. Similarly, we can show for any
0 the estimate

(.22)

{1(, (.)) -,(, (.))1 e-%’}N(C(g,

where C(g, ),
are the constants of (1.1), (1.20) and x, x’ belong to
and the feedback I (.) is arbitrary.
1.. Te linear

efim In

,

h in (0, 1],

this section we consider the case without controls,

i.e., the set A reduces to one element, and we drop it.
Recall the stochastic differential equation

(.3

(l=g((ll+((ll w(l,

e0, (0=x,

where g, are bounded and Lipschitz-continuous. For a bounded and uniformly
continuous function f we set

(1.24)

u(x, t)= E

Io’

f(yx(S)) ds

Vx, tO.
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This function is the unique solution of the following partial differential equation that
is bounded and uniformly continuous:

O,u(x, t) Lu(x, t) + f(x) Vx e

(1.25)

where O, denotes the partial derivative in

Lq(x, t) =1

(1.26)

,

> O, u(x, O) O Vx e

and L is the differential operator

2(x)02(x, t)+ g(X)Ox(X, t).

The partial differential equation (PDE) (1.25) is understood in the Schwartz’ distributions sense. On the other hand, we set

E{f(X,)},

Uh(X, nh)= h

n =0, 1,.

.,

i=0

where (X,, 0,, n

0, 1,. .) is the sequence of Theorem 1.1. It is clear that

(1.27)

u(x, nh)=

f(y(t)) dt

n =0, 1,.

.,

with the notation of Theorem 1.2. For convenience we set

uh(x, nh) if nh <- < (n + 1)h.

uh(x, )

By means of Markov’s property, we can deduce
Vhtlh(X, t)= Lhtlh(X, t)+ f(x

(1.28)
where

VXe ?:,

u(x, 0) 0 Vx,

Lh

is now the finite difference operator

Lhq(x)

(1.29)

1

-[q (x + g(x)h + cr(x) y(x, h )x/)
+q(x+g(x)h-cr(x)y(x,h)x/)-2q(x)] Vh

in (0, 1],

and
1

Vhq(t)=-;-[q(t+h)--q(t)] Vh in (0, 1].

(1.30)

Note that x belongs to Y2, so our Markov chain has states in
discretize first the time variable and then the state variable.
Denote by p(r) the modulus of continuity off, i.e.,

p(r) sup {If(x)-f(x’)]: x, x’

(1.31)
THEOgEM 1.3.

,

.

Actually, we

[x-x’l<-- r}.

Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.2, for any p, T > 0 there exists
T, the Lipschitz constants of g, r, and the bound off

a constant C depending only on p,

such that

(1.32)

[u(x, t)--Uh(X, t)[<-C[x/-+p(r)+(r-lx/) p] Vr>0,

,

in [0, T], h in (0, 1 ].
valid for any x in
Proof In view of the representations (1.24) and (1.27) we have

[u(x, t)- uh(x, t)[ <= E

If(y(s))-f(Yh(S))l ds + C(f)E{]O. tl} I + II,

SOME ESTIMATES FOR FINITE DIFFERENCE APPROXIMATIONS

where

If(x)-f(x’)l =< C(f) Vx, x’6

587

.

Thus,

I <- c-’(e ’- 1)C(f)r-PE

ly(s)-yh(s)l p e

ds

}

+ tp(r) <- ce-l(e 7"- 1)C(f)Cl(r-lx/) t’ + Tp(r),
with a, C

C1 being the constants of (1.18) in Theorem 1.2. Also,
E{IG tl} <-- h + E{IG nhl} <- h + (E{l(rl- h)+... + (r, h)12}) 1/2
h q- (/’/E {( 7"

where ’i

(1.33)

h )2})1/2

h q- C2V/’",

0i- 0_1, and C is a constant such that
E{(’l’l-h)2}<=(C2h) Vh(0, 1].

It is clear that the above proves (1.32) provided we have established (1.33).
To show (1.33), we see that if-6 <=-gh _-< 3,
tr),v/ then the characteristic
function of

7"1,

u(x,s)=E{eS,},

s>0

fixed,

is the solution of the differential equation
(r

2

u

+ gu’

su

O in(-6,6),

u(-6, s)=u(-6, s)=l,

and

E{(7.1)2}=O2uOs (-gh, O).
Hence, after some calculations we obtain (1.33).

[3

Remark 1.4. Analogously to the above theorem, and by means of Remark 1.3, we
can prove that

(1.34)

lua(x, t)-ua(x’, t)l<-_C{x/+p(r)+r-P[h+lx-x’12] p/2} Vr>O

,

for any h in (0, 1], x in
in [0, T] and some constant C depending only on the
bound of f, the Lipschitz constants of g, r and the constants T, p > 0. Actually, we can
do better, i.e., in the estimates (1.22) and (1.34) we may have the right-hand side with
h 0, but this requires the use of another explicit Markov chain, the one used in 1.3.

,

1.3. Fully nonlinear equation. Let us return to the control problem (0.1)-(0.5) for
one dimension, i.e., D is the whole real line Y2, A is some compact subset of
n d 1 in (0.5). Recall that for any adapted control process (A (t),
0) we obtain
the state process (y(t)= y(t, A), 0) as the solution of the stochastic differential
equation (1.2) with initial condition y(0)= x. Next, the cost functional is defined by

S(x, A) E

(1.35)

f(y( t), A t)) e -’ at

and the optimal cost is

(1.36)

u(x) inf {J(x, A): A any control process}.
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The associated HJB equation is
cu=inf {L(A)u+ f(.,

(1.37)

A)" A

which is indeed an ordinary differential equation in the real line, since L(A) is given
by (1.3). If the data are smooth and the operator is uniformly elliptic, then the HJB
equation (1.37) has one and only one solution with Lipschitz second derivative (cf.
Krylov [13]). In general we use either the viscosity solution (cf. Lions [20]) or the
maximum subsolution in the Schwartz’ distribution sense (cf. Lions and Menaldi [21]).
The approximate control is then

Jh(X,A(.))=E

f(yh(t),A(yh(t)))X(t) dt

(1.38)
if On<=t%On+l, n=0,1,.’.,
X(t)=(l+oh)
where (yh(t)=yhx(t,A(’)), t>=O) and (On, n=O, 1,’" ") are defined by (1.17) and (1.7).

Note that

f(X,,A(X,))(l+o+oh)

Jh(X,A(.))=E h

(1.39)

n=0

The optimal cost is

uh(x) inf{Jh(x, (. ))" (. feedback control},
(1.40)
(1.41)
OUh =inf {Lh(A)Uh + f(’, A)" A
It is clear that an estimate of the type (1.18) will provide only a one-side bound
for the rate of convergence of Uh toward u. Then we will modify the continuous time
control problem as follows.
To simplify the exposition we assume g, o- Lipschitz-continuous in the control
variable, i.e.,

,

A, A’ A,
(1.42) Ig(x, A) g(x, a’)l + let(x, A) or(x, a’)l <-- KIA A’I Vx
for some constant K--K(g, or), and we call A (.) an M-feedback control if A(. is
Lipschitz-continuous, i.e.,

I(x)-(.x’)l<= MIx-x’l

(1.43)

Consider the M-optimal cost

u(x, M)= inf {Jh(x, A(. ))" A(. )M-feedback control},
for any M > 0, M destined to become infinite.
It is clear that u(x, M)>-u(x) and, under reasonable assumptions we will have
u(x, M)
Moreover, sometimes the M-optimal cost is meaningful by itself.
THEOREM 1.4. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1.2 and (1.42) hold. Then for any
M, p > 0 there exist two constants C(M), C > 0 depending only on p, the bound off,
and the constants of hypothesis (1.1); C(M) depends also on M and the K(g, r) of
(1.42), such that
u(x)-u,(x)<-_ C[x/+p(r)+(r-lx/) p] Vr>0,
(1.45)
u,,(x)-u(x, M)<=C(M)[x/+p(r)+(r-’x/) p Vr>0,
for any x in h in (0, and p(r) given by (1.31), uniformly for A in A.

(1.44)

,

,
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Proof Starting from
u(x)-u,,(x)<=sup{J(x,A,,)-Jt,(x,A(.)) a(.)},
e

-,

<=X,(t)<=e- t-h) Vt>=O

and in view of the estimate (1.18), we deduce the first part of (1.45) as in Theorem 1.3.
For the second part of (1.45) we use

ul,(x)-u(x, m) <=sup {Jh(x, a(. ))-J(x, a(. )): a(.) any M-feedback control}
and we prove

E sup {]yx(t, a(. ))-y(t, A(. ))l n e -’’ t->0}

(1.46)

C(M)h p/2,

as in Theorem 1,2, but now, C(M) depends also on the Lipschitz constant M of the
feedback control a (.), as well as on the constant K (g, r) of (1.42). Thus, we complete
the proof of the estimate (1.45).
Until now, we have used only estimates on the stochastic state equation to obtain
some bounds for the rate of convergence of the discrete HJB toward the continuous-time

HJB.
Now we will look at the approximation problem in a more analytic way.
Suppose q(x) is a smooth function; then we can write

(1.47)

Lh(a)q

1

=o-

.+gh+tov)(1-[t]) dt+g

where the primes denote derivatives and we must take 3’
o-=

q’(.+tgh) dt

-1

1 in (1.4), i.e., for g

g(x, ),

(x, a),

(1.48)

Lh(a)q

=

q(

+ gh + ox/-) +q

+ gh o’-) q(x)

].

First,

(1.49)

[L(A)q(x)-Lhaq(x)l<-Ch p/2 Vxe, he(O, 1],

and
in A, and some constant C depending on the bounds of g, or, q", and the
p-H61der constant of q", i.e., the constant K K(q")satisfying

(1.50)

("(x) "(x’)[ _--< Klx

x’l

for some exponent 0 < p-<_ 1.
Let us define [q]p as the infimum of the set of all constant C satisfying

(1.51)

x] _-< Cx/} Ch p/2 <- Lh(h )q(x)
--< sup {L(A)q(y)" ly-xl<-_Cg-}+Ch /2 Vh(0, 1],

inf {L(h )q (y)" [y

for any x in A. It is clear that ]0]v can be bounded by the constant C of (1.49).
However, here we can do better:
(i) [q]l is dominated by the bounds of the second derivative q" and the constants
C(g, o), K(g, or) of hypothesis (1.1).
(ii) If cr=o-(A), i.e., constant in x, then [q]p is dominated by the p-H/Sider
constant and the bound of the first derivative q’, and C(g, o-), K(g, or).
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(iii) If g=0 and
not depend on

r(A), then [(fl] is dominated by the bound of

o-=

r and does

(ft.

Suppose that f is bounded continuous and for some constant C, K > 0, 0 < p -< 1,

If(x,A)l<-C Vx, X A,
If(x,A)-f(x’,A)lglx-x’l ’ Vx, x’, X m,
and

the constant given by (1.20).

THEOREM 1.5. Under the assumptions (1.1), (1.52), and (1.53) there exists a constant
C depending only on the constants C(g, tr), K(g, tr), C(f), K(f) of (1.1), (1.52), the
constant a of (1.53), and the value [U]p with u being the maximum solution of the HJB
equations (1.37), such that

(1.54)
where Uh(X) is
operator 1.48).

,

h 6 (0, 1],
lU(X)- Uh(X)[ <= Ch p/2 x
solution of the discrete HJB equation (1.41) with the finite difference

Proof. We remark that the fact that [U]p is finite is implicit. To check that the
discrete HJB equation (1.41) has a solution, we rewrite it as follows:
(1.55)

uh

inf {I-I(h)uh + hf(., A)" A ,A}

1-I (h)(fl

(1 + ah)-l{hLh(A )(fl (fl],

and we note that the operator involved is a contraction map in the space of bounded
continuous functions on
First we will show that for some constants C, K >0 depending only on the
constants in the assumptions (1.1), (1.52), and (1.53) such that

(1.56)

lu(x)l+lu(x)l c
luh(x) Uh(X’)l + [u(x)- u(x’)] K[x x’[ p
(0, 1], 0<p =< 1, the same p as in (1.52). It is relatively easy

_

to obtain
for any h in
(1.50) for u from the stochastic representation (1.36); however, we prefer to use analytic
arguments to present the technique used.
Consider the function

m(x, q, e) (e 2 + x2) q/2 Vx

(1.57)

,

for q, e >0 fixed, and the solution u(x) of the HJB equation (1.37). To prove the
second part of (1.56) we look at the point (Xo, Yo) of Yt x Yt where the function

u(x)- u(y)- Km(x- y, p, e)m(x + y, q, 1)
attains its maximum value, for a fixed K to be selected later. We want to show that
w(xo, yo)=< 0 for an appropriate choice of K.
w(x, y)

The extended operator

(1.58)

/(A )(fl (x, y) 1/2tr2(x, A )(fl, + o’(x, A )tr(y, A (fltxty
+1/20"2(Y, A )(fl yy + g(x, h)(fl’ + g(y, h )(fly,

is elliptic and satisfies

L(A)[u(x)- u(y)] L(A)u(x)- L(A)u(y).
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After some calculations, we have

p
f_,(A)[m(x-y,p, e)m(x+y, q, 1)] --[
o’(x, A)

o’(y, A)]

m(x-y,p-2, e)m(x+y, q, 1)
[(p-1)(x-y)Zm(x-y,-2, e)+ 1]

+ q[tr(x,,)+o’(y, ,)]2m(x- y, p, e)
2

m(x + y, 1, q 2)

[(q-1)(x+y)Zm(x+y,-2, 1)]
+ pq[ o-(x, + tr(y, ][ or(x,
tr(y,

,

,

,

,

(x-y)(x+y)m(x-y,p-2, e)
m(x+y, q-Z, 1)+p[g(x,,)-g(y,,)]
(x-y)m(x-y,p-2, e)m(x+y, q, 1)
+ q[g(x, + g(y, )]
(x+y)m(x-y,p, e)m(x+y, q-2, 1),

,

,

which shows that

(1.59)

(,)[m(x-y,p,e)m(x+y,q, 1)]<-_(a,-qC)m(x-y,p,e)m(x+y,q, 1),

where a, is the constant defined by (1.20) and C is a constant independent of
y, e, p, and 0 < q < 1. We choose q > 0 such that a ap + qC >- So > O.
Now, by means of the maximum principle, we have L(A)W(Xo, Yo)<--O, i.e.,

,

x,

(1.60)

L(A)U(Xo)-L(A)u(yo)<-(a-ao)Km(xo-Yo,p, e)m(xo+Yo, 1, q),
assuming that u is smooth and after using (1.59). But, from HJB equation (1.37) we
deduce

o[U(Xo)-U(yo)]<--[K(f)+(a-ao)K]m(xo-Yo,p, e)m(xo+Yo, 1, q),
where K(f) is the p-H61der Lipschitz of fin (1.52). Hence, if we choose K agK(f),
then we conclude that W(Xo, Yo)<-0. Therefore, we should have
u(x) u(y) <- Km(x y, p, e )m(x + y, q, 1).
Because the constant K does not depend on e, q, we send e, q to zero to obtain the
second part of (1.56) for u, assuming that u is smooth.
Similarly, we show the H61der-continuous estimate for Uh. In that case we use the
extended operator

(a(x,,=

.,

z( a

(/(x,a,/(),,t+o(-(x,a,z-(),,a-o(x,),

+ g(., a h +/- (., a ,/.

Note that if u is not smooth then we have to approximate u by a smooth function u,
either by regularization, i.e., o- + e replaces o’, or by the so-called infimum convolution.
The proof of the first part of (1.56) uses a technique analogous to the above.
Let us prove the estimate (1.54). Consider the function

w(x, y) u,(x)- u(y)- Cm(x- y, p, e)m(x + y, q, 1)- C2h ’/2
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for some constants C, C2, q, s > 0 to be selected later, and let (Xo, yo) be a point
where w(x, y) attains its maximum value. A calculation similar to the one to obtain
(1.59) shows that

(1.62)

h(A)[m(x-y,p,s)m(x+y,q, 1)]<=(oo-rq)m(x-y,p,e)rn(x+y,q, 1),

,

for any x, y in
A in A, h, q in (0, 1], some constant r > 0 and the same
We take q > 0 such that cn rq <- c Co, eo > O.
Because h (A) W(Xo, Yo) =< 0 we deduce

c of (1.20).

L(A)ut,(Xo)- L(A)u(yo)<=(c-Co)C, rn(xo-Yo, p, s)m(xo+Yo, q, 1),
and in view of (1.51),
(1.63)
L(A)u(yo)<=L(A)u(y)+[u]ph p/2,
lyo-y,]<-_[U]pX/.
From the HJB equations satisfied by u and u we obtain
a[uh(xo)- u(y,)] N sup {l/(Xo, h)-f(y,, A) I"
A}
+(a-ao)Cm(xo-Yo, p,e)rn(xo+Yo, q, 1)+[u]ph p/z,
and by means of (1.52), (1.56), (1.63) we get
[f(xo, )-f(y,, h )1 + u(yo)- u(yl)[ <= [K (f) + K (u)]m(xo-Yo, p, e),

,

provided e [u]px/-.
Collecting all, we have

a[u(xo)-U(yo)]N[K(f)+ K(u)+(a-ao)C,]m(xo-Yo, p, e)
m(xo+Yo, q, 1)+[u]vh p/2.

Hence, if we choose

C1 o-’[K(/) + K(u)], C2---[U]p
then W(Xo, Yo) <= O, i.e.,

u(x)-u(y)<-C,m(x-y, p, e)m(x + y, q, 1)+ C2 hp/2,
for any x, y in
h, q in (0, 1]. Letting q vanish and taking x y, we establish one
side of (1.54).

(1.64)

,

Reversing the role of u and u we complete the proof.
Remark 1.5. Note that in the proof of Theorem 1.5 we assume implicitly that the
function u is smooth. However, once the estimates have been established, we can
remove that assumption on u, only [U]p needs.to be finite.
1.4. Extension anl comments. The fact that the functions g,
really important, we need only to assume linear growth, i.e.,

(1.65)
for some constant C

o- are

bounded is not

,

[g(x)[ + Io-(x)[ =< C(1 + Ix[) ’x
C(g, o-). In this case the estimate (1.18) of Theorem 1.2 becomes

(1.66) E sup{]y,(t,A)-y(t,A(.))[ p e -at" t>=O}<=C(l+]x]Z)P/2h p/2
for some constants C, a > 0.
To adapt Theorem 1.1 to the time-dependent case, we modify the construction
(1.6), (1.7), for instance,
’(x, t, A, h, w) =inf{s >=0 g(x, s+ t, A)(s- h)
(1.67)
+ or(x, s + t, A)w(s) equals +/-6(x, t, A, h)}.
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A generalization to dimension d _-> 2 is possible but more delicate. Let us describe the
procedure. We write er as the matrix formed by the column vectors o-1, o-2," ", o-n;
the drift vector g is expressed as g= gel +’" "+gnen, where gi are scalars and ei are
vectors in the direction o-i, i.e., eri o e, cr is scalar. We want to define ’i as the first
time for which

giei(zi h) + crieiwi(zi) +o’iyix/ ei.
This is the same as cancelling the vector ei and defining
as in (1.6) with g, r, y, w,
replaced by
i, wi. Then we are interested in the stopping time
min {-: i= 1,..., n}, which is the first exit time of the box in ygn bounded by the
for a Wiener process in
with drift
hyperplane zi +oyix/, z (z,
Zn) in
(g,.
gn) and diffusion term the diagonal matrix (o-1,
o’n), starting at the point
(-gv/-,
--gnx/-). Details of this construction will be presented in a future work.
In Theorems 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5 we can allow the functions g, r to satisfy (1.65) and
the function f to have polynomial growth, i.e.,

’

g,cr y,

,

.,

n,

n

,

,

If(x, h )1--< C(1 + x2) q/2 Vx
If(x, h )-- f(y, h )l <= Klx--Yl’(1 + x2 + y2) r/2 Vx, y

(1.68)

,

for q > 0’, 0 < q =< 1, r max {q p, 0}. The estimate (1.54) is modified accordingly. For
the estimates (1.32) and (1.45) we use

,

p(r) inf {[f(x, h -f(y, )[(1 + x + y2)q/2: x, y in
h in A}.
(1.69)
A discretization in A can also be incorporated. In that case, a term of the form

(1.70)

r(h)=sup{inf{]l(x,A)-l(x,h’)]’h’h(h)}’xga, hA,l=f,g,o}

will appear in the estimates (1.32), (1.45), and (1.54) of Theorems 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5.
Here A(h) is a discretization of A.
The constant a > 0 can be replaced by a function a(x, h).
The fact that we made only the discretization in the time variable is just the first
step. To discretize the space variable, we can add the second part of condition (0.7),
as in the next section. An alternative is to use finite elements to solve the discrete HJB
of the type (1.41). This issue is reserved for a future work.

2. General problems. In this section we will consider the typical control problem

(0.1)-(0.5) in a bounded open subset D of a.

a and

Let g and r be bounded continuous functions from 5 a A into
respectively, such that g (gi, i= 1,..., d), o-= (oik, i= 1,..., d, k

a

n,

1,..., n),

(2.1)

Ig(x, a) g(x’, a)l + I(x, a) (x’, a)l-<-/(Ix x’ Vx, x’ a,
for some constants C C(g, r), K K(g, o-), some locally compact metric space A
and where

I"

denotes the Euclidean norm in the corresponding space.
o, (t), w(t), t-> 0) in n we consider the

On a complete Wiener space (, P,
state equation

(2.2)

dy(t)=g(y(t),h(t)) dt+cr(y(t),h(t)) dw(t),

t>O, y(O)=x,

where the control (h(t), t_-> 0) is a progressively measurable process taking values in
A. Denote by r the first exit time of D, closure of D, for the process (y(t), => 0), i.e.,

z=inf{t>_O.y(t)C_D}.
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For a given real bounded-continuous function f on d A such that

If(x, A )I <- C Vx d A A,
[f(x, A f(x’, A )I <-_ K[x- x’[ Vx, x’ Yt d, A A,

(2.4)

for some constants C, K > 0, 0 < p _-< 1, we define

(2.5)

f(y(t),A(t)) e-’dt

J(x,A)=E

a>0,

and the optimal cost function

(2.6)

u(x) inf {J(x, A): any control process A }.
The HJB equation is

(2.7)

au=inf{L(A)u+f(.,A):AA} inD, u=0 on0D,

where the differential operator

(

(.s

i,j=l

k=l

i=1

and the bounded domain D has a uniform exterior sphere, i.e.,

there exists r>0 such that for any x in OD there is y in

(.9)

{z" ly- zl

rt

dD such that

{xI,

and L(A) is not degenerate on the boundary, i.e.,

2 l(x, (xl e o> 0 Vx e 0, a e A,

(.10

k=l i=1

.,

(,d) being a normal direction to OD.
In 2.1 we will give some properties of the finite difference operator (0.6). Next,
we study the discrete HJB equations and its associated Markov chain. We present the
main estimate in 2.3 and then we give some comments and extensions.

with

2.1. The finite ifference operator. Recall the operator (0.6),

Lh(A)(x)=h -1

{(x,A,h)[(x+7;(x,A,h))-(x)]
k=l

(2.11)

+ fl(X,
where

(.1

k,

h)[(x + y(x,

h))- (x)]},
for h fixed,

(x, a, h e 0, x + (x, a, h e g Vx e g, a e A.

Lh(k, A)(x)

is given, 0< h N 1.

h-l{fl[(x+ )- (x)]+ fl[(x + )- (x)]},

and

(2.14)

,

Y k are bounded Borel-measurable functions in x,

The h-finite difference grid
We denote

(2.13)

,

,)/ (/+

--I

+ *

where the variables x, A, h have been omitted.
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We can rewrite
+
v,)]
L(k, h)q(x) h-{fl +[ (x+ v)-(x+

+ ;[(x + ,;)- (x + )]+ ( + ;)[(x + )- (x)]},
and when

is smooth,

(x+-(x+=

(-

oe(x++(-

i=1

i=1

with

, y being the components of y, y. Using the fact that
e-

e= (# +{)- (e- e;),
+

+

we have

3;[,(x + v;)- (x + v,)] + B;[,(x + v;)- ,(x +

where
+
+
a,,(s)=(++t3;) -, [(t3-s)v

If

2(/3+k+/3;) -1 [1-s(/3-) -,
Xk(S)=
2(/3++/3;) --1 [l+s(fl-) --1

if s_>-O,
if s-<_O,

then

(2.15)

Note that
’;

X,(s) ds

yOk are convex combinations of ),- and
Therefore, let us assume that for some constant C > 0 and any i,j

and that 8k(S),

1,..., d, we

have

i

[trikO)kh (fl +

+

+

k=l

(2.16)

(fi +k

gih
k=l

+

’ + -’)

<= Ch 3/2

+

3/2
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uniformly for the variables x in
estimate:

Y2hd, a

in A, h in (0, 1]. Then we have the following

IL.(A),# (x)- L(A )(x)l C,#h p/2 [x, A, h,

(2.17)

where C is a constant depending only on the bounds of functions g, or, 00, q and the
H61der-continuous constants of the second derivatives 00q with exponent 0<p_-< 1,
i.e., the constant K(Ooq) of (2.4) for Ooq in lieu of f.
Typical examples where the assumption (2.16) holds are the following cases: any
"}l ik, 3 k, gik, O’ik satisfying

’Y,

gik(X, h,

h)fl-2(X, h, h)h + Crik(X, A, h)13;l(x, h, h)x/,

k =-flk(X, A, h), fi(X, A, h) > 0, k=l,...,n,
(2.18)
gik(X,h,A) <-Ch 1/2,

g,(x,a)k=l

[o-,g(x, A )o)(x, A )- o- (x, A, h)tr.ik(X A, h) <= Ch 1/2,
uniformly in x, A, h and for some constant C > 0. A more classic possibility is to choose
r/

{+x/
,
, h),8(x, , h)v/-

Yik(X, a, h)

(2.19)

and accordingly the coefficients/3 (x,

y,

+o,(x,

0

if/=<
otherwise,

h) to insure (2.16). Also, we may take n
if k

1,..., n

d + 1,

1,

=/3(x,h,h)>0 if k=l,...,n-1,
(2.20)

y,=&(x,h,h)/3-2(x,h,h)h,
/3,>0,
/3 =/3,(x, h, h),
/3 0, r,(x, h)
[gi(x,h)-g(x,h,h)l<--Ch

’/

0

Vi,

Io,,(x,h)er.,,,(x,h)-o’i,,(x,h,h)oT.,,,(x,h,h)l<-Ch ’/ li, jk, k n,

,,

uniformly in x, h for some constant C > 0.
When the differential operator (2.8) is degenerate with constant order of degeneration, i.e.,

(.

(a

?

i,jl

--1

(’, a t.(’, a 0 + 2 g(., a 0,
i=1

where 0 <_- m <_- d, n _>- 0 and clearly d m is the order of degeneration, it is convenient
to choose (2.18) or (2.20) instead of (2.19). In this case the constant C of (2.17) will
depend only on the constants K(Oo, q) and bounds of g, or, 00q for i,j 1,..., m.
Denote by
an h-finite difference grid in ", i.e.,

"={x=(x
x,)’Vi=l
d, qk=0,+/-l
<= r(k)- r(k- 1) <2 Vk=0,+l,....
For the open bounded subset D of

(2.23)

Dh {x

"

suchthat&

we denote

x + ,2(x,

a, h) D, va, },
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and its boundary

(2.24)

r,, u {r(a u r(a), a, k},
F.(h)={xeDr"lR’. x+,2(x,a,h)eOnYe ’ and x+ yk(x, a, h) Or-]

"
h

},

for a fixed h in (0, 1].
Under the assumptions (2.11), (2.12) we can easily prove the discrete maximum
principle for the finite difference operator Lh(h). It is as follows. If a function u,(x)
defined on D D U F tl attains its maximum value at some point Xo, then

(2.25)

(i)
(ii)

IfxoDh, then L,(h)uh(xo)<-O VaA;
<
If Xo e F(a), then V+/-(a)u(xo)
0,k

where V:(a) is the operator given by

(2.26)

v(a)(x) h-’(x, a, h)[(x + ;(x, a, h))-(x)],

for any q.
2.2. Study of the discrete equation. Here, we are interested in the discrete HJB
equation (0.8), i.e., in finding a function Uh(X), X in Dh such that

(2.27)

auh=inf{Lh(a)uh+f(.,h)’a cA} in Dh, uh=O on Fh,

where D, I’h, D are defined by (2.23), (2.24), and the finite difference operator L(A)
is given by (2.11), (2.12).
First, we will associate an optimal control problem of a Markov chain to the HJB
equation (2.27).

Let

(2.28)

G()

-oo <_

dt,

exp

<_

+oo,

and

+/7),

1,

(2.29)

o(/) =/-’(/ T +/7 +... +/+),
(;) -,(+ "1-/1-1-’"
k hi/=/;+/, +...+/++/.

,

k=2,"" ,n,

-),

/a=-oo,

k=2,...,n-1,

/.=+oo

,

where the variables x, h have been omitted. For a random variable r/with Gaussian
density (2.28), we define the random fields sC(w)= sc,(x, h; r/) by

sc:(w)=jl0

(2.30)

ifweA:,
otherwise

where

(2.31)

A-= {w" i-_, < r/(w) < fit,},
A;

{w"/- < r/(w)<
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Suppose we are given a sequence (r/i" i= 1, 2,...) of independent random variables with the same Gaussian density (2.28) in a complete probability space (lq, P, ).
Then we consider the following controlled Markov chain:
[,yk+ (X l (X ),h)"i(x,a(x),h;

xi+l xi _]_
k=l

,

,

,

+ y-(X’ (X’) h)-(X’ (X’)

(2.32)

X given in

O, 1,"

h" r/,+,)],

where A A (.) is a feedback control, i.e., a Borel-measurable function from Y2 a into
A; actually it suffices that A be defined only on h
A simple calculation shows that the transition probability operators of the Markov
chain (2.32) is given by

a.

. .

E{,(X’+’)IX ’- x}= r(,x (x))(x),
,(a)(x) t-’(x.

[t(x.

h)

h).z(x + r-;(x.

k=l

(2.33)

+ #(x.

[t2(x, ;, h)+ t(x, ;, h)]

t(x, ;, h)=

,.

,.

h))

h).(x + ,/-;(x.

for any x,

,,

,.

h))]

v,

h.

k=l

Standard arguments of the discrete optimal control theory (e.g., Bertsekas and Shreve
[3], Gihkman and Skorokhod [10], Ross [32]) show that the optimal cost function

u,(x)=inf {Jh(x,,): ,(. any feedback control},

hf(X ,(xi))[qh(X ,,(xi))]ilx--x

Jh(X,A)=E
i=o

(2.34)

qh(x,

[ha + (x,

, h)]-’(x, ,

h),

=inf{i=0, 1,...: X eFh}
satisfies the discrete HJB equation (2.27). Note that

F-,{xi+IlXi=x}=x4-

i

]/Ok,

k=l

(2.35)

Var{X,+,lX,=x}= y [(y-_yo)(y-_yo),+(y-_yo)(y-_yo),],
k,i,j

+

=-(+e +;e;),
which are related to the condition (2.16).
We remark that the random fields (2.30) possess the following propey"

e{wa" ;(x,A,h; n(w))#(x’,M,h; n(w))}NZ-(x,A,h)

(.36)
k=l

for any x, A, h. All the above properties are useful for directly studying the dependence
on the data of the optimal cost (2.34) (cf. [24]).
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On the other hand, we can use the technique of barrier functions used in continuous
time control problems (e.g., Lions [20], Lions and Menaldi [21]) to construct subsolutions of the discrete HJB equation; this method uses the assumptions (2.9) and (2.10).
So, we suppose that:

a

(2.37)

There exist functions rib(X) defined on
that are bounded and H/Sidercontinuous uniformly in h with exponent 0 < p-< such that for some
constants tip -_> 0, K > 0 we have Lh (h)lh <= --1 + flpfth, in Dh, V A e A,
fib(X) O, Vx Fh, he(O, I], la(x)-a(x’)l<-_Klx-x’l Vx, x’ d.

,

THEOREM 2.1. Let us assume (2.11), (2.12), (2.37). Then for any bounded Borelmeasurable function f(x, A) and any constant a > 0 there exist a unique solution of the
discrete HJB equation (2.27). Moreover, for two data f f we have

llu a ll--<

(2.38)

-’llf- ll

Vh 6 (0, 1],

where (th denotes the solution corresponding to f and
more, if a >-p in (2.37) then

I1"

is the supremum norm. Further-

lUh(X)I <= IlfllOh(X) VX Dh, h (0, 1].

(2.39)

Proof It is possible to use the Markov chain (2.32) to establish the results as in
[24], but we prefer to illustrate its analytic counterpart.
First of all, we rewrite the discrete HJB equation (2.27) as
(2.40)

Uh=inf{gh(’,h)rrh(h)Uh+fh(’,h)’heA} in Dh,

u=0

onr,

where

fh(X, A) h[ha + (x, A, h)]-’f(x, a ),

(2.41)

and rrh(a), /3(x, A, h), qh(X, A) are defined by (2.33), (2.34). If we denote by Th(Uh)
the right-hand side of (2.40), then Th is a contraction mapping on the space of bounded
Borel-measurable functions from Dh onto
(actually just functions, since Dh is a
finite set) with the norm

Ilvll-- sup {Iv(x)l x

(2.42)

Hence there exists a unique solution to (2.40).
Since we can express for any
given the following"

u

uh=limu,

i+1

uh

=Th(u), i=0,1,...

II"

denotes the supremum norm in the corresponding
(2.38), where
x A.
space, i.e., for II/ll we take the supremum over L3h x A or
To check (2.39), we use the discrete maximum principle on the function w=
we easily deduce

[3
+/-u.- II/ll ..
Consider the extended finite difference operator

h(a)(x,y)=h-’

(h) given by

[-(k,a)q(x,y)+-(k,a)q(x,y)],
k=l

(2.43)

h;(k,. )q(x, y)= p(x, y, h)[ q(x + y;(x, h), y + y;(y, h))- q(x, y)]
+ q(x, y, h)[q(x + y;(x, h), y)- q(x, y)]
+ q(y, x, h)[q(x, y+ y(y, h))-q(x, y)],
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where

(2.44)

p(x, y, a h)=3 k(Y, a, h),

q(x, y, a, h)= (x,

,,

/x

minimum,

h)-(x, A, h) (y, A, h).

Note that our choice implies that

(2.45)

,,(A)[p(x) + O(y)] L,,(A)(x)+ L(A)O(y),

for any functions (x), O(Y), and L,(a) as in (2.11), (2.12). It is clear that

(2.46)

%,(h)=sup{m(x-y,-p,h)n(A)m(x-y,h)"

is finite, for h in (0, 1], 0 < p N 1, and

m(x,p,e)=(e+[x[2) el2,
(2.47)
Suppose that (2.1), (2.16), and
(2.48)

x",

e>0.

lye(x, A, h)-7(Y, A, h)] N Kh’/2lx-yl,
]q1(x, y, h)2(x, a, h)+ q;(x, y, a, h)w;(x, a, h)]

,

Khlx- y[,

for some constant K > 0, uniformly for the variables x, y in
A in A, h in (0, 1],
k= 1,2,..., n, hold true. Then, for some constant C depending on the various
constants of the hypotheses (2.1), (2.16), and (2.48), we have

(2.49)

p( h

p + Ch p/2,

p > O,

where
d

cp=ksup Ix-y] -2 Y [gi(x,a)-gi(y,A)](xi-yi)
i=1

d

+(pv 1)]x--y] 4

2 (xi--ys)(x--y.)[o’k(x,A)--o)k(y,A)]

k=l i,.j

(2.50)

d

[7.it,(x,A)-’j,(Y,A)]+Ix-Y] -2

E

[’i,(x,A)-’i,(x,A)] 2:

k=l i=1

x#y’ in

a

in

A

Note that cp(h) and % vanish as p goes to zero. The condition (2.48) is almost
equivalent to the Lipschitz condition of (2.1), i.e., that (2.16) and (2.48) imply (2.1)
and (2.48) is expected to hold if we wish to insure (2.1).
THEOREM 2.2. Under the assumptions (2.4), (2.11), (2.12), (2.37), and

(2.51)

c

> max {co(h),/3p} Vh e (0, 1],

the unique solution uh to the discrete HJB equation (2.27)

(2.52)

satisfies

]Uh(X)-- Uh(y)]<= Klx-y]" Vx, y Dh, h (0, 1],

for some constant K depending only on the various constants appearing in the hypotheses
(2.4), (2.37), and (2.51).

Proof

Consider the function

w(x, y)= uh(x)- uh(y)- Km(x- y, h, p),
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where m(., .,.) is given by (2.47) and K > 0 is a constant to be selected later. We
want to show that w(x, y)<-0 at any point x, y of /h, which implies (2.52), since
]x- y[ => h, if x y. Let (Xo, Yo) be a point in Dh x D where the function w(x, y) attains
its maximum value; such a point exists always. If either xocF or yocF then
W(Xo, Yo)<=0 provided K => ]]f]]K(ti), the constant of (2.37). Herein we have used the
estimate (2.39). Let us look at the case when Xo, Yo belong to Dh.
B,y means of the discrete maximum principle for the extended operator L (A) we
have L, (A) W(Xo, Yo) -< 0, which implies

L(A)u(xo)- L(A)uh(yo) <- KL(A )rn(xo-Yo, h, p)
after using (2.45). If we choose 0< Co<_- c- cp(h), for any h in (0, 1], then in view of
(2.46) we get
h(A)rn(xo-Yo, p, h) <-_ c Oo)m(xo- Yo, p, h)
for any in A. Since uh satisfies the discrete HJB equation (2.27) at Xo and Yo, we deduce
o[uh(xo)-U,(yo)]<--sup {If(xo, A)-f(yo, A)[" A c A}
+ K sup {h(A )rn(xo-Yo, p, h)" A c A}
<- [K (f)+ (c Co)K]m(xo-Yo, p, h)
where K (f) is the constant of hypothesis (2.4). Hence if we take K Co-1K (f), then
W(Xo, Yo) <-- O, i.e.,
uh(x)- uh(y) <-_ Km(x- y, p, h) Vx, ycDh, he(O, 1].
Thus, the estimate (2.52) follows.
Remark 2.1. Note that in the assumption (2.51) we suppose implicitly that (2.16)
and (2.48) hold true.
2.3. Main estimate. Let us look at the continuous time HJB equation (2.7), i.e.,
(2.53)
au=inf{L(A)u+f(.,A)’AcA} in D, u=0 on0D,
where the differential operator is
d

(2.54)

L(A)

d

2 a,..j(., A)0ij + 2
i,j=l

ai(’, A)0i,

i=1

and we have identified the coefficients

oik(x,A)cr.i,(x,A)=2ao(x,A)
gi(x,A)=ai(x,A)

Suppose that
D is a bounded domain in
(2.56)
some

VxcD, A cA.

a with smooth boundary O D, say C

2,p

for

0<p-< 1,

and

(2.57)

c>0 and for some

Vx,A, AA,

’o>0wehave

a.

UoX2<J

i,j:l

aii(x, A )i. <-

It has been proven independently by Evans [7] and Krylov [14] (cf. Gilbarg and
Trudinger 11]) that under the assumptions (2.56), (2.57), and

(2.58)

ai, ai,

f are smooth,

say C in x uniformly in A,
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the HJB equation (2.53) has a unique classic solution, which is continuous on the
closure D and its first- and second-order derivatives are H61der-continuous for some
exponent 0 < Po < 1 on the open domain D.
This result has been improved by Krylov [15] to show that under the same
assumptions, the first- and second-order derivatives of the solution u are indeed
H61der-continuous on the closure D.
Then an almost optimal result due to Safonov [34] provides an equivalent of
Schauder estimates for HJB equations. Precisely, under the assumptions (2.56), (2.57),
and

(2.59)

IIII(=<K V=a,j(.,x),a,(.,x) vxA,

where [l’l]p) denotes the H61der norm in CP(D), 0<p-<_l, there exists a constant
P0(’o, d) in (0, 1] such that the estimate
(2.60)
Ilull,z+) < C sup (liT(’, )ll(.)" A m},
holds for some constant C depending only in K, ’o, P and the domain D, provided
0<p <po(uo, d). Note that I]" ]12+) denotes the H61der norm in the space Cz’P(E)).
Another case in the quasilinear equation is

(2.61)

aj(x,A)=ao(x

VxD VAA.

Thus we do not control the diffusion term. Under the conditions (2.56), (2.57), (2.59),
and (2.61) the estimate (2.60) holds for every 0 < p < 1 (cf. Ladyzhenskaya and Uraltseva

[19]).
It is known (cf. Lions [20], Lions and Menaldi [21], Krylov [13]) that under the
assumptions (2.1), (2.4), (2.9), and (2.10) the HJB equation (2.53) has a unique solution
in some weak sense, e.g., either as the maximum subsolution with L()) acting in the
Schwarz distributions sense or as the unique viscosity solution. Moreover, if we denote
by u the solution of the HJB equation (2.53) with L(A) replaced by L(,)+ eA, A the

-

Laplacian operator, then we can assert that

u C(E3), u

(2.62)

u

in

C(/3),

where C(D) is the space of continuous functions on D.
For a smooth function q, say C2’p(/), 0< p =< 1, let us define [q]p as the infimum
of the set of all constant C satisfying

(2.63)

inf{L(A)q(y)" [y-x] <= Cx/}- ChP/<= L(A)q(x)

=<sup{L(A)q(y)’ly-xl<=Cx/-}+Ch p/2 Vh(O, 1],

for any x in D, A in A.
It is clear that [q]p can be bounded by the constant C of the estimate (2.17).
However, occasionally we can do better:
(i) [q] is dominated by the bounds of the second-order derivatives of q and
the constants C(g, o-), K(g, or), C of hypotheses (2.1), (2.16), provided n 1. This
means that only one-dimensional Brownian motion is allowed, e.g., the system associated with an equation of order d perturbed by a white noise.
(ii) If cr r(A) and n 1, i.e., constant in x and only one Brownian motion, and
O.ilO.jl h

+
+
(fl+ +fi-)- fl-fl,(y,,-y,,)(y./,-y.)
Vi, j,A,

then [q]p is dominated by the p-H/Sider norm of the first-order derivatives of p and
the constants C(g, or), K(g, o’),
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(iii) If g=0 and (ii) holds, then [q] is dominated by the bound of r and does
not depend on q.
THEOREM 2.3. Let the assumptions (2.1), (2.4), (2.9)-(2.12), (2.16), (2.37), (2.48),
and

> max { ap,/3p },
0 < p _-<
hold true. Then there exists a constant C > 0 depending only on the various constants of
the hypotheses (2.4), (2.37), (2.48), (2.64), and [U]p as in (2.63), such that
(2.65)
lUh(X)-- U(X)I <-- Ch p/2 ’x /3h, h (0, 1],
where uh is the solution of the discrete HJB equation (2.27) and u is the viscosity solution
of the HJB equation (2.53).
Proof We remark that we are using (2.62) to suppose [u]p finite and defined as

(2.64)

a

the limit of u ]p.
First, we will give a proof where the constant C of (2.65) depends on the C,
q u of the convergence property (2.17), i.e., the p-H61der norm of the second-order
derivatives of u. This argument uses implicitly the discrete maximum principle in a
way similar to Lions and Mercier [22].
Indeed, let us define the nonlinear resolvent operators

(2.66)

R(q)

v iff v=0 on OD and av=q+inf{L(h)v+f(.,h)’h cA} in D,

and

Rh (qh) vh iff vh 0 on Fh and
av q + inf {L,(A)v +f(., A):

(2.67)

e A} in

Dh.

It is clear that if uh and u denote the solutions to the HJB equations (2.27) and (2.53),
then

- -

R(O)- R(O) Rh[R-I(R(O))]- Rh[R-I(R(O))],
and R are the inverse operators. By means of Theorem 2.1, the inequality
Uh

U

where R
(2.38) gives

for any functions

[[Rh(q)-Rh(b)JJa-’[Jq-O[ Vh(O, 1],
o, q and with [[. denoting the supremum norm on /h. Hence

Since we can bound

]R-’(u)- R-’(u)] ]inf {t(X )u + f(., X )" X A}-inf {Lh(A )u + f(., X )" X
-<sup {IL(A )u Lh(A )u A A} _<- C,h p/2,
where C, is the constant in (2.17), we deduce the estimate (2.65) with C
Next, to fully prove (2.65) we will show first that

(2.68)
(2.69)

a-C.

]u(x)- u(y)] <_- Klx- y[ p

for some constants C, K depending only on the various constants of (2.4), (2.9), (2.10),
and (2.64). To that effect, we construct a p-H61der-continuous subsolution tT, i.e., a
function satisfying in a weak sense,

(2.70)

L(A) fi _<- -1 + jpfi in D,
ti(x)-

fi

0

on 0D,
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for some constants K
the function

-

K (fi),/3p => 0, as in (2.37). The maximum principle applied to

w(x)- +u(x)-

yields w(x) <- O, i.e., (2.68).
To obtain (2.69) we proceed as in Theorem 2.2. We consider the extended
differential operator

A

(z.7)

O’i k X, l. O’j k X, 1. O ] 4- O’i k X,

,

j k Y,

O

i,j=l k=l

;’

+,(y,h)(x,a)ox+,(y,h)(y,h)o5
d

+ 2 [gi(x, )o + g,(y, )o]],
i=1

where 0i and 0ixy denote the derivatives with respect to x, N and
A simple calculation shows that

xi, yi,

respectively.

(h)m(x-y,p,e)Napm(x-y,p,e) Vx, y", hA,
any e > 0 and with av being the constant (2.50). The function m(.,., is given by (2.47).
(2.72)

Now, define the function
w(x, y)= u(x)- u(y)- Km(x- y, p,

for some constant K > 0 to be selected. Let (Xo, Yo) be a point in D x D where w(x, y)
attains its maximum values. We want to prove that W(Xo, Yo)0, which implies (2.69)
as e vanishes. In fact, if either Xo OD or Yo OD, then W(Xo, Yo) 0 provided K C(u),
the constant in (2.68). So, if xo, Yo belong to D, then the maximum principle yields
i(h )W(Xo, Yo) 0, i.e.,

(h )U(Xo)- (a )u(yo) K(a)m(xo-yo, p, ).
In view of the HJB equation (2.53) and the inequality (2.72) we get
[U(Xo)- u(yo)] sup {[f(xo, A )-f(Yo, A)[" A A}

+ g sup {E(a)m(xo-Yo, p, )" a a}
[K(f) + K]m(xo-yo, p, ),
of hypotheses (2.4). Hence, take K=(a-ap)-K(f)

where K(f) is the constant
obtain W(Xo, Yo) O.
Let us prove the estimate (2.65). To that effect, we consider the function

w(x, y)

to

uh(x)- u(y)- Clm(x- y, p, h)- Ch p/2,

for any x, y in Dh, and some constants C1, Cz> 0 to be selected. We want to show
that at the point (Xo, Yo) in Dh x Dh where w(x, y) attains its maximum value, we have
W(Xo, yo) 0, from which (2.65) follows immediately. Indeed if either Xo Fh or Yo Fh
then W(Xo, Yo)NO, provided C1 =max {K(u), K(u)}, the p-H61der constants given by
(2.52) and (2.69). Actually, the constants in (2.39) and (2.68) suffice, i.e., p-H61der
constants near the boundary. When Xo, Yo D, we can use the discrete maximum
principle for the extended operator h(h), defined by (2.43), to get h(h)W(Xo, Yo) 0,
i.e.,

,,(h )u(xo)- (h )u(yo)

c,

()m(xo-yo, p, h ).
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In view of the discrete HJB equation (2.27) we get

L, (h )u,, (Xo) Lh (h )u(yo) >- au, (Xo) L(A )u(y) + f(y, h )]
+[L(A )u(y)- L(h )u(yo)] + [f(y, )- f(xo, h )].
Thus, by taking the supremum over in A and y such that

,

,

ly-yol
we deduce

u]ph p/2- [aN u) k- K (f ]( 1 + u])m(xo- Yo, P, h
<--_ ap(h)C,m(xo-Yo, p, h),
after using the definition (2.46) and (2.63), and the p-H61der constants K(f), K(u)
of (2.4), (2.69). Since we need only to show (2.65) for h >0 sufficiently small, the
hypothesis (2.64) and the inequality (2.49) permit us to choose
K (f)],
C,>[a-ap(h)]-’(1 +[u]P)[aK(u)+
p
a[ Uh (Xo)

U

(yo)]

C2 a-l[u]p,
in order to have W(Xo, Yo) -< 0, i.e.,

ut,(x)- u(y) <= Cm(x- y, p, h) Vx, yZ, he(O, ],
where C a + C2; this implies one side of (2.65).
By symmetry we obtain (2.65) after using the estimate (2.52) of Theorem 2.2.
2.4. Final comments. Sometimes we need to discretize the set A, where the control
takes values. In this case, a new term of the form

(2.73)
for l=f,

sup{inf{ll(x,,)-l(x,,’)l" ,’ A(h)}" x

5", a A},

1,’’’, n, will appear in the right-hand side of the
gi, O’ik, i= 1,’" ", d, k
estimate (2.65). Here A(h) is a discretization of A. Also, the constant a could be a
function a(x, h ), for which the preceding results extend. If the domain D is unbounded
and the data f has polynomial growth, then the solutions u(x), u,(x) will have also
polynomial growth, and some weight function is needed to obtain an estimate similar
to (2.65) (cf. [24]).
We may be interested in the performance of the optimal control of the discrete
problem, when suitably extended and applied to the initial problem. That issue is not
considered here. However, the optimizer will face the problem of actually computing
uj,(x). In general, only an approximation j,(x) is computed and from that, a control
policy 1,(" is derived. This ,(.) allows us to simulate a trajectory )7,(. ). To this
policy (!,(.), )7(. )) a new cost fi,(x) is associated. Then, starting from (2.65) we need
really to estimate [ffh(x)-fi,(x)l. Again, this issue is not addressed here.
As mentioned in the theorems, the assumption on uniform ellipticity (2.57) is not
required, at least explicitly. For instance, the case of a one-dimensional Brownian
motion can be considered. This includes the control of a one-dimensional ordinary
equation of order n, perturbed by a white noise.
We have assumed (2.10) for simplicity and to have the Dirichlet condition on the
whole boundary OD. However, we need only to correctly identify the part F of the
boundary where the diffusion process exists, and then we can use the technique
described in this paper. This requires supposing that the operator L(h) is degenerate
with constant order of degeneration, i.e., (2.21).
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From the practical point of view, the estimate h/2 is not relevant, since better
results are usually expected. However, this gives a precise relation between the grid
for the space variable and the control variable, when A(h) is used. The constant ap(h)
defined by (2.46) plays an important role in the stability of the numerical schemes.
This is not obtained in classical schemes.
Perhaps the most interesting part is the fact that the finite difference operator (0.6)
does not require any condition of "stability." It is stable in nature, and most estimates
valid for the differential operator (0.5) have an equivalent in the discrete case.
In Bancora-Imbert, Chow, and Menaldi 1 ], the numerical solution of an optimal
correction problem for a damped random linear oscillator is studied. The HJB equation
takes the form of a variational inequality, namely,

Otu+Lu>-_:O in2[0, T),
-c<=Ou<-c in[0, T),
(O,u + Lu)(O2u + c)(02u c) 0 in 2 x [0, T),
(2.74)
u(., T)= f in,
where the differential operator is given by
o2U(Xl, x2, t) (px2 + q2x)OzU(Xl, x2, t) + x2u(xl, x2, t),
Lu(x x2 t) -r 2_2
and r, p, q, c are constants; r, q, c > 0; and f is a given function. A precise algorithm
is described and used there. The solution of the discrete problem is found as the
common limit of two sequences, one decreasing and the other increasing. This allows
us to bound the error and to give an almost optimal policy. We refer also to Sun and
Menaldi [37], [25]. Note that in the case of (2.74), the solution u is Lipschitz-continuous
together with its second derivative in the x variable.
In a subsequent paper, the (quasi-) variational inequalities will be studied. It is
well known that for those problems the solution is not smooth, i.e., the second derivative
must have a jump. For that reason, only the second approach of Theorem 2.3, i.e.,
using [U]p, seems to be appropriate. Perhaps a combination with finite elements of
the type used by Menaldi and Rofman [26], [23] could be of some help.
Acknowledgments. The author thanks Professor P. L. Chow for the useful dis-
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